Your step by step guide to… Applying to university in Canada

1. Ensure you meet all requirements
   - Start at least a year in advance
   - You are likely to need:
     - An up-to-date passport
     - An English and/or French language proficiency qualification
     - Proof of how you will be funding your studies

2. Find a course and select your universities
   - Choose a course you like
   - Choose a DLI uni
   - Be certain you want to study there

3. Take English/French exam
   - Pay fee
   - IELTS (English) or TEL (French)
   - Keep evidence of test results

4. Apply to universities
   - Application process varies
   - Each application costs CA$100 to CA$250
   - Apply directly to unis

5. Apply for your visa
   - Apply online or in person
   - If studying in Quebec need CAQ
   - Pay CA$150 visa fee
   - Need the following evidence:
     - Acceptance letter from DLI uni
     - Current passport
     - Proof can support self financially
     - May need to get biometrics (CA$83)
     - May be invited to interview

6. Start planning your journey
   - Check the start date on your visa
   - Organise accommodation
   - Book planes/trains etc.

7. Arrive in Canada to begin your studies
   - Keep all documents on you for immigration
   - Celebrate!